
Archaeologists studied the Vaughn Branch area (the
former Carpenter Farm) in 1989* and found evidence
that Native farming people, whom archaeologists
refer to at Fort Ancient, had once lived here from A.D.
1200-1400. We put together information on the lives
of these Fort Ancient people and evidence from many
sites around the region so that you can envision these
people living at Vaughn Branch.  
 
Fort Ancient peoples lived in southern Ohio,
southeastern Indiana, central and eastern Kentucky,
and western West Virginia.  By the time these ancient
people settled around Vaughn Branch , they lived in
villages of more than 300 people. They maintained
villages for one or two generations until the local
resources, like firewood and soil fertility, were
depleted or if conflicts within their village or with
people living in other villages compelled them to
move.  
 
Local limestone deposits provided sources of chert
(or flint), from which they made stone arrow points,
knives and drills. They hunted elk, deer, turkey and
bear. Besides food, animals provided the raw
materials – skins and bones – for clothing, tools, and
ornaments like beads. And, these people also made
beads and pendants from freshwater mussel shells
available in the nearby Kentucky River shoals.
 
Continue reading online...
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Snowy Owl Foundation
Supports WWLT

WWLT has been working on
a conservation plan for the
lower Kentucky River
watershed. We appreciate
Snowy Owl Foundation’s
supporting this effort with
grant funding this year!  The
plan identifies features that
are especially important to
protecting the biological
resources of the area, like
large continuous forests.   
 
For more information on our
priority conservation plan
visit our website
woodsandwaterstrust.org

By Ella Lemley-Fry, Frankfort
High School Intern.
 
Thanks to Ella for boundary
posting, invasive plant
removal, tree identification
workshops, providing great
ideas, and more! 
 
Thanks also go to Gwynn
Henderson, Education
Coordinator at the Kentucky
Archaeological Survey, for
reviewing this article and
images.



Canoe Kentucky, the go-to local business for river and
creek trips, is donating a portion of each ticket sold to
WWLT for their new Bourbon Boat trip!  Since the land
trust was created to conserve the Kentucky River, it is
the perfect link. Plus the  trip is available with the
tours at Buffalo Trace Distillery, another WWLT
supporter.  
 
So get out on the river and support these wonderful
businesses that focus on fun and conservation!

Take a Boat Trip, Support Land
Conservation
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An Envision Award was given
to the land trust for
conserving the forest on
Vaughn Branch.  We consider
the Vaughn Branch Nature
Preserve a community
resource. The forest provides
protection for  wildlife, water
quality and an accessible
natural area to take a break
from the CIty.

Envision Recognizes
WWLT

You Can Haiku!
So many wonderful haikus were submitted for the
winter contest – we enjoyed every single one. Two of
the winners are below. 
 
December
The overfull creek
Brilliant behind black lace trees
Bright vein of this world
--Elise Zuidema
 
Held
December gray sky, 
Soft wind whispers through cedars…
A sanctuary
--Fonda McWilliams

Haiku Winners
Cadence Loving,
Sophie Dufour, Eric
Peiffer and Fonda
McWilliams at the
Poetry Reading.
Thanks to Kentucky
Coffeetree Cafe in
downtown Frankfort
for hosting.

Join WWLT in protecting forests and

streams in the lower Kentucky River

watershed by making a tax-

deductible donation. 
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Mail to:     Woods & Waters Land Trust,

P.O. Box 6967,  Frankfort, KY 40602

 
www.WoodsAndWatersTrust.org

(502) 209-9581


